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PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLORS. 

THE D U FAY PRO C E S S 0 F COL 0 R P HOT 0 G RAP H Y. 

'l'I1I<; vrinciple upon which the indirect solution of 
the vroblem of photography in natural colors is based 
is so well known that no detailed explanation is re
quired. Let us recall merely the fact that a series of 
very small transparent areas, colored respectively 
green, orange-red, and violet-blue, are arranged side 
by side upon the glass plate to which the sensitive 
emulsion is to be applied. These small colored areas 
act as ray filters during the exposure, and also con
stitu te, after development, the elements which give 

color to the picture. For this purpose M. Lumiere 
employed colored starch grains, and M. Jougla used a 
sere en formed of two series of lines at right angles to 
each other. 

Now, Dufay, with the assistance of the Guilleminot 
establishment, has produced what he calls a "diopti
chrome" plate by the ingenious method of impressing 
upon the glass a serief. of partial protective coatings 
and staining the unprotected portions. In this 
nJethcd the colored areas may have any desired form 
and arrangement, but the grating formed of two sys

tems of mutually perpendicular lines has been 
adopted for the present. 

The manufacture of these plates can be followed. 
readily by means of the accompanying ilJUstrations. 
In the first place, the glass is covered with a trans
parent coating of gelatine or collodion, which con
tains no emulsion sensitive to light, but is capable 

of taking a stain. In the second place, a series of 
parallel bands A (Fig. 1) is printed on the p late with 
a fatty mixture. The intermediate bands B are ap
proximately half as wide as the bands A. If the plate 
thus prepared is immersed in a green dye only the 
bands V, comprising about one-third of the surface 
of the plate, take the color. The plate is then covered 
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may give excellent results in certain cases. At pres
ent the rectangular grating (Fig. 3) is used in com
mercial plates. These plates contain 192 colored 
points per square millimeter (124,000 points per 
square inch). 

I shall not give a detailed description of the treat
ment of the dioptichrome plates, which does not dif
fer essentially from that of other plates used in color 
photography. During the exposure a screen of yellow 
glass should be placed in the path of the rays, either 
before or behind the lens. The plate is placed in the 
plate holder with the glass side toward the lens, so 
that the light traverses the colored areas before it 
reaches the sensitive emulsion. The yellow screen is 
of very pale tint, and the colors used in the forma
tion of the plate are very transparent. These con
ditions shorten the exposure and facilitate lantern 
projection. A hydro quinone and metol developer is 
recommended. The developed image is reversed by 
means of an acid bath of potassium bichromate, and 
the plate is then redeveloped with hydro quinone and 
metol. A few minutes washing completes the opera
tion. If the time of exposure has been correctly esti
mated the development is complete in three minutes. 
Its progress can be watched by means of a green 
lanteni, but the examination must be made rapidly, 
especially in the first stage of development. If neces
sary, the negative can be intensified or reduced by 
the processes commonly employed in ordinary 
photography.-La Nature. 

THE EFFECTS OF FIRE ON BUILDING 
MATERIAL. 

Ix a paper read before the American Society of �Ie
chanica 1 Engineers, Mr. F. B. Gilbreth, in discussing 
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with a varnish which does not dissolve fatty matter. 
Dy means of a suitable solvent which does not attack 
the varnish, the fatty matter which covers the bands 
A is then dissolved otl', carrying with it the varnish 

which covered it, so that the varnish now covers only 
the green bands V, which it protects against any 
ether stain. A new system of bands C. at right 
angles to the first system, is now printed in fatty mat
ter on the plate. The width of these bands is ap
proximately equal to that of the intervals between 
them, so that they leave uncovered about one-half of 
the still undyed surface, or one-third of the entire 
surface of the plate, i. e., the squares R (Fig. 2). The 

lliate is next immersed in an orange-red dye, which 
is absorbed only by the squares R, as the rest of the 
surface is protected either by fatty matter or by 
varnish. The twice-dyed plate is again covered en
tirely w.ith varnish. The green bands have now re
ceived two coats of varnish, but as the varnish is per
fectly transparent and colorless, it does not affect 
their tint. Another immersion in the fat solvent re
moves the fatty matter and the varnish over ·it from 
the squares B (Fig. 3) which occupy the remaining 
third of the surface, and which are then stained by 
immersion in a violet-blue dye. All of these opera
tions are performed in full daylight. The color screen 
is now complete. All that remains to be done is to 
coat it with sensitive emulsion in the ordinary man
ner. 

This method of "reserves" employed by Dufay pre
s.nts several advantages. It makes it possible to 
employ four or five colors, if necessary, and to give 
to the color screen any pattern desired. Figs. 4, 5, 
and 6 show a few of the patterns with which the in
ventor has experimented. The examination of these 
figures shows that it is quite difficult in these con
ditions to balance the colors exactly. as thl' colors an' 
scattered in a haphazard fashion without mutlw\11uti
r:al reg-ularity. Nl'vel·theless, it is possible that thf'H 
methods, which are still in the experimental stage, 

the effects of fire on building material, remarked that 
in this age of conservation it was amazing that so 
little had been done to prevent destruction by fire, and 
to apply the lessons which were taught by every great 
fire. All great fires were alike; building material be
haved the same in the case of fire, whatever the loca
tion. The building of the Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany at San }<'rancisco was a steel frame structure, 
eight stories high, of the best construction in 1892, 
when it was erected. The laying up and filling of the 
joints in the brick, stone, and terra eotta were as 
nearly perfect as possible. The exterior wall completely 
incloses the steel frame, which was put together with 
bol ted connections. The floors were of hollow terra 
cotta flat arches, and the partitions were hollow terra 
cotta blocks. The damage to the building, which 
necessitated the removal of the six upper stories. was 
practically all done by fire. This building was excellent 
for an illustration, because it showed the good and 
bad points of many different kinds 0·[ incombustible 
materials which were used in its construction. The 
lessons from this and from all fires pOinted to the con
clusions that no structure of the future should either 
be built of wood or should contain any wood. A very 
small quantity of wood in a so-called "fireproof" build
ing almost entirely of non-combustible materials would 
furnish sufficient heat to destroy it. 

Concrete construction was the best form for the 
('iimination l'f fires, because the amount of damage 
done by fire in a concrete building depended upon cir
cumstances which were within control and were pre
determinable. With concrete made of properly selected 
fil'e-resisting materials practically no damage was done, 
except by prolonged high temperature. The results of 
n'cent tests by I. H. Woolson and J. S. Macgregor 
l)roved conclusively that a properly designed concrete 
huilding, with as few projecting corners as possible, 
would withstand long- periods of the hottest haJ'd wood 
fires, with 110 resulting damage that. ("Hlld 1101. be re
paired with mortar. 
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These tests were carried out on full-sized rooms with 
walls of concrete made of different kinds of material. 
Concrete for walls could be poured in metal molds with 
sufficient accuracy to permit of painting or wall-paper
ing without further plastering or smoothing, which 
meant that the best of this fire-resisting material wa� 
brought to the surface of the wall where the flame� 
would strike. If a fire did occur in a building made of 
concrete cast in smooth metal forms, the damage was 
less than in any other type of building and the danger 
of spreading was less. Water did not injure concrete; 
in fact, it improved its quality. There was no wood to 
swell and afterward to shrink and crack the plastering, 
and no hollow sraces that the water could flow through, 
damaging the contents below. A concrete building was 
watertight from floor to ceiling, and small quantities of 
water could be easily handled through small scuppers, 
either into the air space of the vaulted wall or through 
the wall to the outside. The fire was never hidden by 
the construction; consequently no unnecessary streams 
of water were flooded into the building. 

In a concrete residence there were few varts that 
could not be made better and cheaper of Portland 
cement than of wood. There were many first-class non
combustible materials besides Portland cement that 
would fill every good requirement of wood and still 
be fireproof. The spread of a fire into adjoining part� 
of the same story was possible in a concrete building 
only through doorways, pipe holes, etc., and a concrete 
wall was an ideal barrier to the spread of any fire. The 
work to be done to reduce fire losses to a minimum was 
so great and so important that it could never be accom
plished until the government took it in hand. The 
government could aid fireproof construction by passing 
laws restricting the use of wood in buildings, by levy-
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ing taxes, discriminating in favor of fireproof houses 
and against wood in construction; by teaching the 
people how to build fireproof houses; by establishing 
a government bureau for disseminating information 
regarding honest and unbiased fire tests on material, 
together with government experiments on different 
full-size buildings-kinds, types, materials, etc.-with 
bulletins of the progress; and by building fireproof 
houses for the USe of government departments, and 
disseminating information concerning them by means 
oC bulletins. 

According to D. W. Shea in the Physical Review, 
the highest temperature in a divided Bunsen flame i� 
confined sharply to a small zonal segment of the inner 
conical shell, no matter what substances are used to 
color the flame, nor what the distance is between the 
bases of the cones, provided that that distance is at 
least a few centimeters. The temperature of the inner 
conical shell is not changed by varying its distance 
from the outer conical shell, provided that the distance 
is more than 2 or 3 centimeters, nor by introducing 
through it metal vapors that burn in a flame above it 
and in the outer cone. The temperature distribution of 
the inner conical shell changes to one that increases 
from base to apex when the distance between the cones 
approaches zero. The temperature of the flames of 
metal vapor burning just above the inner cone is the 
same for all the vapors used, except near the tips of 
these flames, and it is not changed by varying the 
distance between the cones. The temperature of the 
outer conical shell increases from the base to the apex, 
and it is alway.> greatest at the apex. The temperature 
of the other conical shell increases when its .distance 
from the inner cone decreases; also when it burns metal 
vapors introduced through the inner cone. For any 
given divided Lnnsen flame, the parts having the 
higher temperatures show the larger electrical wander
ings, whether the flame be simple or one colored by 
any one of the elements studied. 
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